
Y7 Knowledge 

Pitch Pace Dynamics Duration Silence 

Structure Texture Timbre Melody 

Orchestra Strings Woodwind Brass 

Percussion Crotchet Quaver TAB 

Time Signature Treble Clef Pentaton-

ic Scale, Ostinato, Drone, Scale  

Y7 Skills 

Listening and Identifying musical 

changes 

Instrumental  development  

Learning to read music notation in a 

variety of form Dragon Scales : Students are introduced 

to musical scales and understand the 

difference between them. Students ex-

plore timbre and composing techniques to 

the Legend of the Four Dragons 

Yr 7  Curriculum Map 

Wallace and Gromit: Introduction into reading 

musical symbols and students start to read musical 

notation for the treble clef. Students start to learn 

about the duration of notes. Development of group 

performance skills 

Ensemble Skills: Culmination of the skills developed with 

students combining their performance skills on keyboards, 

drums, guitars to put together a group performance  

Musical Elements  and Instruments of the Orchestra:  Students are able to un-

derstand and recognise the differences between a variety of musical elements in a 

piece of music. They will learn about the set up of an orchestra and start to develop 

skills to identify instruments that are playing. Students will start to develop keyboard 

skills, understanding the importance of the use of the Right Hand for a melody line and 

develop techniques for the correct positioning of fingers. They will start to add texture 

and experiment with altering he musical elements in their performances. 

 Festive Fun:  Students are able to recognise musical changes within a variety of 

styles and can develop their use of musical vocabulary. Students will start evaluate 

music. In performance they will start to learn basic drum patterns and start to 

perform in small groups with different instruments learning how to read TAB and 

guitar chord charts 

Space the Final Frontier: Experimenting 

with soundscapes and timbres to represent  

and interpret a piece of music for Space. Intro-

duction into Graphic Score and extension of 

reading notatiion in another format 

Year 7 Curriculum  

Introduction to musical elements 

and development of practical indi-

vidual and group skills via cultural 

and relevant topics 

 Assessments: Baseline listening to establish the prior knowledge. 

Performance  assessment—single melody line. Extension of adding Left 

Hand accompaniment. Listening Assessment: building on skills and using Sorcer-

ers Apprentice and Peter and The Wolf to demonstrate learnt skills 

 Listening Assessment : extending skills and use of vocabulary.  

Performance: independent success within a group activity. 

Challenge activity to extend skills. 

 Practical assessment: performance of a Pentatonic Scale and 

composition of a piece of music to represent different charac-

ters 

 Composition Assessment. 

Notation skills. 

 Listening Assessment : extending skills and use 

of vocabulary.  Performance: interpretation of 

soundscapes and extension of keyboard skills. 

 Performance: individual assessment within the 

group performance on own skills. Evaluation of own 

development. Key words from the year tested on. 



Y8 Knowledge 

Genre Motif Theme Riff Soundtrack 

Underscore Repetition Ostinato Min-

im Semi Breve Bass Clef Interval Con-

cordant Discordant Reggae  Se-

quence A capella Ternary form Binary 

form 

Yr 8 Skills 

Listening and Identifying musi-

cal changes 

Instrumental  development  

Continuation of musical nota-

tion and understanding 

Harmony and Texture: Extension of introduction to 

chords. Students learn about intervals in music and 

musical structure. They extend their practical skills by 

developing melody lines with an interval and adding an 

accompaniment. They recognise the difference be-

tween intervals that go together and those that don’t. 

Yr 8 Curriculum Map 

Ensemble Skills—Counting Stars: Students revisit musi-

cal notation and extend skills practically and theoretically by 

creating cover song performance 

A Capella—Pitch Perfect: Students learn about A capella singing via 

the Cup Song . They  extend skills by working in groups to perfect a per-

cussive rhythm with a vocal line. Extension  challenge with combining  

song of own choice and  developing rhythm to fit 

Film Music The Prequel—Harry Potter: Students are introduced  to Film 

scores and composers. They understand how to identify musical devices that are used  

to reflect the action and  style of film/character. Students extend their keyboard skills 

working independently through a practical task at their own pace and learn to under-

stand what difference accidentals make in a piece of music and the musical symbols 

that are used. They extend listening skills  by using more detailed vocabulary . 

Festive Fun: This is  Halloween—Last Christmas: Develop-

ment of group work and understanding of musical structures. 

Students learn about the make up of chords and introduction to 

harmony and texture prior to next unit. Listening skills extended 

with higher language skills and extended answers 

Reggae: Students will learn  key 

elements involved in the origins of 

Reggae, from influential artisits, the 

religion associated with it, and the 

musical characteristics that helped 

shape this iconic style of music. They will 

identify  the devices  used through 

listening activities and play their  own 

version of Three Little Birds. 

Year 8 Curriculum  

Development of theoretical under-

standing via popular and cultural mu-

sic. Extension and experimentaionwith 

different instruments as soloists and in 

ensembles. 

 Assessments: Performance—self assessed and teacher assessed over the unit  on use of  

Right and Left hand and reading of musical notation and symbols. Listening assessment on 

recognising musical features that relate to particular genres and identifying them clearly. 

Performance—self assessed and teacher assessed over the unit  on use of  Right 

and Left hand and reading of musical notation and symbols. Listening assess-

ment on recognising musical features and instruments and evaluating, compar-

ing the music successfully. 

Practical: development of melody line 

with accompaniment. Listening and 

recognising intervals and describing them 

musically 

Practical assessment with self assess-

ment on own developments, Listening 

with comparison activities to extend 

skills 

Listening: comparison of  artists and identify-

ing key musical devices within the music. 

Performance: group performance of  Three 

Little Birds and  ensemble skills assessed  

Performance: assessed on 

rhythm and  textures that 

are included. A capella 

singing . 



Yr 9 Knowledge 

Riff, Tremolo, Leitmotif, ostinato, 

glissando, diagetic, non diagetic, 

ensemble, strophic, bridge, middle 

8, repetition, music technology, 

underscore, soundtrack 

Yr 9 Skills 

Listening and Identifying musical 

changes.  Instrumental  development  

Linking with KS4 units and developing 

independent research and develop-

ment skills 
Musical Legends 

Students  define what makes a n artist 

legendary. Learn about the Beatles and  

Beatllemania and the impact of social 

and  political climates on their music 

Yr 9  Curriculum Map 

Film Music—The Sequel: Students develop their understanding 

of Film music and can recognise musical devices that are used  to 

reflect the action and  style of film/character. Students extend their 

creative skills working in groups to develop leitmotifs and soundscapes 

to play alongside a current movie trailer. They extend listening skills  by 

using more detailed vocabulary . 

 Festive Fun— Thriller—Merry Christmas Everyone: 

Development of reading from lead sheets  and working to deadlines.  

Extension of  instrumental   and ensemble skills . 

Ensemble Skills— Students devel-

op instrumental skills and learn how to 

perform together on a popular piece of 

music. Focus on comparing versions of 

the song and developing creative ideas 

for performance 

Year 9 Curriculum  

Development of musical skills in 

practical, composing and lis-

tening areas in order to provide 

insight into necessary under-

standing for KS4 

Wonderwall: Linking with KS4 unit, students choose own musical hero to research and learn about 

focussing on life, music, influences. They chose a song that they  want to  develop and learn how to play it 

and describe how it was  created. They create personalised scrap books with all the information 

Avicii—Wake Me Up: Ensemble skills development 

understanding the different types of  musical groups and 

instruments involved. Students  look at DJ music and 

current artists. Extending understanding of rhythm layer-

ing parts and backing beats .  

 

 Assessments: Performance—self as-

sessed and teacher assessed over the unit  

on use of  Right and Left hand and reading 

of musical notation and symbols. Listening 

assessment on recognising musical features 

that relate to particular genres and identify-

ing them clearly. 

 Assessments: Performance—self as-

sessed and teacher assessed over the unit  

on use of  Right and Left hand and reading 

of musical notation and symbols. Listening 

assessment on recognising musical features 

that relate to particular genres and identify-

ing them clearly. 

 Assessments: Performance—

self assessed and teacher as-

sessed over the unit  on use of  

Right and Left hand and reading 

 Assessments: Development of listening 

skills and identifying instruments and  

musical features. Performance skills devel-

op by forming bands . 

 Assessments: Performance—

individual progress discussed via 

rehearsal sheets linking to KS4. 

Listening—comparison of cover 

versions and identifying of features 

with musical vocabulary 


